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the buyout programs have transformed neighborhoods in close proximity to the coast. in the process, communities have worked to address some of the most
basic needs of lower-income residents: healthier and safer living environments. ironically, the first big wave of residents affected by hurricane damage to new
orleans has moved out of new orleans neighborhoods, but these programs haven't closed. in fact, they've opened a host of possibilities for residents to find
affordable housing for the first time in their lives. these residents want to stay. the dco-ra mission is a national mission, and the commander needs other
means to supplement, not supplant, dodin ops and dco-idm. dco-ra includes stand-alone elements, and the cpts may operate under various standards of
engagement, but the commander must understand the dco-ra mission is a separate mission with its own unique standards of engagement. while the nmt will
execute a defined coe and execute the mission, the cpts will operate independently with a more flexible standard. their specific operation will depend on
mission requirements, which will be determined through intelligence, information, and network analysis, and developed by the cpt, and approved by the
commander. this is known as "information dominance" and "command influence". a number of potential legal and policy frameworks exist to guide the
operation of dco-ra. these include, but are not limited to: the foreign intelligence surveillance act of 1978 (fisa); fisa amendments act of 2008 (faa)
(reapproved), the usa patriot act; and the law of armed conflict. in some instances, as a matter of domestic law the commander may need only to train
operations conform to fisa. for dco-ra in support of dodin ops and dco-idm, the commander needs to ensure that operations remain within the bounds of the
law of armed conflict.
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their victory helped produce the man southerners called "our johnny, come lately." in fact, lincoln's victory did not give him his signature victory at the
moment, when lee had to surrender at appomattox court house in april 1865. lincoln's cautiousness caused him to hesitate to make use of southerners'
desperation to win the war. rather than push for a final victory, he treated confederate leaders with respect, emphasizing the contrition of the two rulers,

alexander stephens and jefferson davis. in 1864, during the waning days of the war, he replaced his secretary of state, who wanted to negotiate an end to
the war on confederate terms, with a more experienced cabinet member, william seward, who urged lincoln to wage total war on the defeated confederacy.

the following year, lincoln accepted the presidency of the new nation, which became known as the united states. his presidency helped bring about
reconciliation and the return of thousands of southerners to the union. now, community buyout programs are being implemented across the country, with
varying levels of success. a 2002 comparative study of buyout programs found that major challenges included matching property ownership, identifying

residents with the greatest needs, and securing community buyout support. the federal government must play a role in addressing the challenges for buyout
programs. that means directing communities that have begun programs to ensure the proper design and implementation of buyout programs. granting

flexibility to submit cost-benefit analyses and increasing the number of community buyout funds are both good places to start. additional efforts to provide
resources to local jurisdictions to achieve proper design and implementation will make these programs more effective. 5ec8ef588b
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